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ABSTRACT
From February to May 1980, Chevron Standard
Limited conducted a I ZOO%,VIBROSEIS program o,,

4. It was felt that VIBROSEIS would not generate
permafrost or “ice” breaks. which are characteristic
of dynamite data in the arctic.

Northeast Banks Island ~ the first time Chevron
standard has operated a VIBROSEIS crew in the
Canadian Arctic. In this remote and difficult operat-

A noise analysis was conducted which resulted in
the following significant parameters: 40 m group
length, 120 m drag and a 65.20 Hz sweep. With these
parameters, almost all the surface wave energy was
attenuated. The quality of the resulting production
data is superior to that of dynamite data previously
obtainedinthesamearea.

ing environment, VIBROSEIS was chosen for the
following reasons:
I. It was more environmentally acceptable.
2. It would result in a lower over-all cost per kilametre than would dynamite data.

A detailed analysis of the data obtained provides
some useful insight into. as well as a review of. how
the VIBROSEIS method works.

3. With VIBROSEIS the system could be easily
designed or “engineered” to get rid of a troublesome
surface wave generated at the air-permafrost interface with an apparent horizontal velocity of approximately 1650 m/s.

in 24 hours ofdaylight. The exploration objectives
have to be accomplished within this four-month
operational window. With this type ofhigh-cost
program, it becomes especially important to
optimize both data quantity and data quality.

INTRODUCTION
From February to May 1980, Chevron Standard Limited conducted a 1200% VIBROSEIS
program on Northeast Banks Island in the high
arctic. Grant Geophysical was the contractor
and provided the men and equipment. The study
area is outlined in Figure 1, and is at a latitude
of roughly 74” north and a longitude of 177”
west. It cannot be overemphasized that the difficult operating conditions are the overriding
consideration in the design of any field program in this type ofenvironment. Figure 2 illustrates typical weather conditions expected for
this part of the world.

BACKGROUND
In order to aid in our understanding of the
type of problem to expect, well before the startup of field operations we conducted a literature
search and, in addition, analyzed some nearby
existing dynamite data. Figure 3 is an illustration from a paper by Bob Merritt entitled,
“Seismic Reflection Measurements in the Canadian Arctic Islands,” and provided us with
some useful background material. Illustrated
are several profiles taken from various areas in
the Arctic Islands. The green colouring identi-

The advance crew started moving equipment
into the project area 1981-01-21, in 24 hours of
darkness.Theoperationwasmmpleted1981-05-10,
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Typical Arctic weather conditions

fies the first-break energy, and the blue identifies the reflection energy Shaded in red is a
surfacewavewithavelocityofroughly
1500mis
to 1 800 m/s (5 000 ftis to 6 000 ftis). This
wave has many of the characteristics of a Rayleighwavegeneratedattheair-permafrostinterface. The yellow shading highlights a series of
permafrost or ice breaks which are characteris-

profiles from the

tic of dynamite land data in the Arctic. They
vary in intensity and occur at random times
after the initial blast. It is felt that ice breaks
are caused by the relaxation of stresses within
the permafrost layer after the initial blast.
DYNAMITE

DATA

Two typical dynamite profiles from the study
area are shown in Figure 4. They are plotted
with no grain adjustment except for trace-totrace equalization. Many of the features present on the profiles in Figure 3 are also present
on these two profiles. A bad ice-break problem
plagues the left-hand profile, and a very strong
surface wave is present on both. These two profiles have been analyzed in more detail in the
frequency have number or F-K domain. Figure
5,il.lustrates the format Chevron uses for F-K
pms.
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Two dynamite profiles from the study area.
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(F-K) plot format.

Figure 6 contains an F-K plot of the first 48
traces of our familiar dynamite pmfile. This
profile has had no gain, filters or mutes applied.
The events are identified by using the same
colour scheme as in Figure 3. The first-break
energy (shaded green) has an apparent horizontalvelocityofroughly3
8OOmis(lZ 5OOftisL
The Rayleigh-type surface wave (shaded red)
has an apparent horizontal velocity of 1 500 m/s
(5 000 II/s). From this illustration, it becomes
apparentthat theamplitudeofthesurfacewave
is twice as large as that of the first breaks and
roughly twenty times greater than that of the
reflection energy. In addition, the surface-wave
energy is broadband and ranges up to 25 Hz in
this example. Clearly, simple bandpass iiltering will not remove the surface-wave energy
entirely (without sacrificing a significant portion of the reflection energy).
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Ffg. 5.

F-K plot of typical dynamite profile. with no gain adjustment.
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Array filter for 1977 dynamite data,
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F-K plot of dynamite profile. after AGC gain adiusfment

In the seismic industry, recording is normally
restrictedtowithinanonaliasedfrequencypass
band. That is, we try not to record any energy
beyond the Nyquist frequency by selecting appropriate sampling rates and field filters. However, in the wave number or K domain, spatially aliased energy is often recorded. This is
becausegroup intervals and group lengths, which
affect the Nyquist Point and array filter, are
mwe often dictated by other operating considerations (such as avoiding overlapping groups,
etc.).Inanyevent,spatiallyaliasedenergydoes
not become a severe problem until it wraps
around back into the reflection energy, which is
near the K = 0 axis.
The dashed box in Figure 7 diagrammatically illustrates the energy pass band for typical
seismic surveys. It is clearly visible in Figure 6
that some of the surface-wave energy (shaded
red) is spatially aliased.
The abrupt termination ofthe aliased surfacewave energy is a function of the array para-

meters used for this survey. These 1977 dynamite data were recorded by using single shots and
nine geophones spread over 55 m. Figure 8 illustrates how these parameters are represented mathematically. In the wave-number domain, the array filter is a SING function (i.e.,
SINXIX) with its first zero crossing at 1162m.
This theoretical cutoff matches exactly with
the observed termination ofthe aliased surfaceWaYeenergy
It is illustrative to follow a simplified process
flow scheme and observe the effects on the var.
ious energy forms. The first step is to apply
AGC gain to balance the energy down the section, as in Figure 9. The reflection energy (in
blue) is now identifiable, also evident is backscatteredenergyishadedorange). Followingthe
gain adjustment, the first-break and surfacewave energy is muted out, as shown in Figure
10. These mutes seriously reduce coverage on
the shallow events of interest and, at times, the
nominal coverage of 600% is halved. Finally, a
bandpass filter is applied to enhance the reflec-
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F-K plot of dynamite profile. after muting of first-break and surface-wave

tion energy, as in Figure 11. The reflection
energy has now been considerably enhanced as
compared with Figure 6. This profile is now
ready to have statics and normal moveout applied, then be stacked with others to produce
the final stacked section.
Figures 12 and 13 give us a comparison between the two dynamite profiles from Figure 4.
Both profiles have had the same sphericaldivergence gain function applied. The ice breaks
inFigure 13persistthroughevenasixfoldstack.
The dashed vertical line in Figure 13 represents the first zero crossover in the wave-number
domain due to the geophone array, and any
aliased ice-break/surface-wave energy (in red)

energy

appearing to the right of this line is side-lobe
energy. Notice that the surface-wave energy
pattern mirrors the theoretical-array attenuation function (the SINC function) that we determined earlier in Figure 8. This side-lobe energy interferes with the reflection energy at
approximately 40 Hz, and has negative consequences if we try to use a velocity filter to remove the surface-wave and ice breaks.
Before any field testing, several areas of concern have been isolated, notably the surface
wave, which reduces coverage shallow in the
section, and the ice break problem, which renders many dynamite profiles virtually useless.
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F-Kplotofdynamiteprofile.
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gain adjustment.
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Fig. 13. F-Kplotofdynamiteprofile,with icebreaks.after spherical-divergencegain adjustment.
NOISETEST
To aid in our understanding of these noise
problems, during the first dayoffield recording
we performed a VIBROSEIS walk-away noise
analysis. The spread geometry is illustrated in
Figure 14 and explained in Table 1. The geophone spread consisted of six traces, 5 m apart.
Each trace consisted ofnine geophones bunched
together to simulate a point receiver. The four
vibrators were positioned side by side to simulate a point source. They moved progressively
away from the geophone spread, vibrating in a
particular fashion at each of the six composite
locations A through F. This procedure yields a
series of profiles ranging in offset from 5 m ta
3 000 m. Figure 15 illustrates how each composite is made up in detail. Each record is defined
as the four vibrators sweeping simultaneously
once only. This particular combination of records was chosen so that in the processing centre,avarietyafsourcearrayscouldbesimulated.
Examples of acme individual records from
composite A, before cross correlation, are shown

in Figure 16. No gain or trace-to-trace equalization has been applied. The four vibrators
swept down from 80 Hz to 20 Hz over 12 seconds, and recording continued for 4 additional
seconds.
Hence, the total record length is 16 s. After
cross correlation, the record length is collapsed
to 4 s (see Fig. 171, and it has become evident
that most of the energy on these records is concentrated in the surface-wave and first breaks.
Any energy visible further down the profiles is
correlation noise, not reflection energy.
After completion of the walk-away procedure, the field tapes were flown back to Calgary,
and different array parameters were simulated
by Chevron’s processing centre, using the basic
processing flow outlined in Figure 18. The processing primarily involves the summing and stack.
ing of the various 144 records in different manners, in order to simulate different source and
receiver arrays. In the meantime, the crew continued with a set of interim parameters outlined in brackets in Table 2.
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4 PHoNESsUNCHED TOGETHER FOR EACH GROUP
-GROUPSPACING 5m
-TOTAL SPREAD LENGTH 475m
VIBRATING

PROCEDURE

(SEE FIGURES

14, 15)

-ON FIGURE 14 ARE SHOWN6 IDENTICAL VIBRATING POINT COMPOSITES,A.B,C.efc.,
EACH OF LENGTH 120m
-WITHIN EACH COMPOSITEARE 13 INDWIDUAL VIBRATING POINT LOCATIONS INUMBEREO 1 TO 13 IN FIGURE 15,
lllm APART
-SHOWN IN FIGURE ISARETHE NUMBER OF RECORDSPRODUCED AT A PARTICULAR VIBRATING LOCATION FOR
EXAMPLE IN USRATING LOCATION NO. 5.3 RECORDSARE PROWCEO
-TO PRODUCE ONE RECORD THE.4 VIBRATORS STAND SIDE BY SIDE AND SlMULTANEOUSLYSWEEP ONCE FOR 12
SECONDS120180Hz1ANO A IGSECONO RECOROlNG IS MAOE ,FOR EXAMPLE AT VlBRATlNG LDCATlON No. 5 THIS
PROCEDURE IS REPEATED STIMES AND SSEPARATE RECORDSARE PROOUCEO.)
-THERE ARE 24 RECOROSPROWCEO IN EACH COMPOSITE1144 RECORDS IN TOTAL)
Table

1.

Procedure used for noise tesl.

1 RECOROIBIN
ND RECORDS

Flg. 15.

Detail of vibrating composite

6.
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UNCORRELATED
RECORDS:
POINT SOURCE, POINT RECEIVERS
NO GAIN
A3B
A4A
A5A

12 SEC.

Flg. 16. Typical uncorrelated

The results of the field tests are summarized
in Figure 19. The nine panels are the same
profile with only different simulated source and
receiver array lengths. As the array lengths
increase, it is easy to see the progressive attenuation of the surface wave. With the longer arrays, the surface wave is diff&ult to identify
and the reflection energy shows good continuity through this noisy zone. The final field
parameters that were chosen are outlined in
Table 2. Itwasfelt
that avibratordragof120m
and a 40 m group length provided optimum
data with minimum operating diff&lties.

records from noise test

Now let us look at this choice of parameters
from an array-filtering
point of view. The 120
m drag consists of the four vibrators in line 20
m apart, sweeping 16 times, moving up 4 m
between each sweep. This source array can be
approximated mathematically
as a triangular
source of length 136 m isee Fig. 201. The combined array-filtering
effect of the source and receiver array is outlined in Figure 21. In the
wave-numberdomain.
thecombinedarray-filter
function is a complex SING’ x SING function.
The first zero crossover is at a wave number of
1168 m, and the side lobes are negligibly small.
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NORTHEAST BANKS ISLAND
FIELD PARAMETERS

Fig. 18.

Process flow for noise test.

Table 2. Field parameters used lor 1977 dynamite
data and 1980 VIBROSEIS Data.
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SOURCE ARRAY

In terms of the surface-wave energy, with an
apparent hokntal
velocity of 1524 m/s (5 Ooo I%),
only frequencies less than 22.4 Hz will be passed
(see Table 3).

VIBROSEIS DATA
These theoretical
results are confirmed by
actual VIBROSEIS
profiles. Figure 22 is an
F-K plot of a typical such profile. The oblong
pod of aliased energy, shaded red, is all that
remains of the surface wave. The effect of the
surface wave has been almost entirely eliminated through a combination of sweep and array
design. The vertical dashed line represents the
theoretical-array
cutoff in the wave-number
domain. The sloping dashed linerepresents where
the surface-wave energy should plot but is absent because the VIBROSEIS sweep terminates
at 20 Hz. In comparing Figures 9 and 22, the
shallow events are correlatable from full offset
to full offset on the VIBROSEIS data whereas,
with the dynamite data, the shallow-reflection
energy is completely obliterated
in the region
ofthesurfacewave.TheVIBROSEISdataallow
a full 1 200% coverage on the shallow events of
interest whereas, with the dynamite data, because ofthe need to mute out the surface waves,
the coverage on the shallow events drops to
roughly half of 600% or 300%.
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Figures 23 and 24 give a comparison between
the VIBROSEIS and dynamite data in stacked
form. These are wave-equation
migrated time
sectionscomparingaverage-quality-VIBROSEIS
data with good-quality
dynamite
data. The
VIBROSEIS data are definitely superior in the
zone of interest, roughly 0.5 to 2.5 s. Deeper in
the section, though, the dynamite data appear
superior. If the horizontal scale of the sections
is compressed, the comparison is a little clearer,
as seen in Figures 25 and 26.
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One alternative
to muting out the sutiace
wave on the dynamite data is to use a velocity
or F-K filter in the F-K domain to attenuate the
surface wave (and ice breaks).
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Figure 27 is an example of a dynamite sectionthathasheenvelocity-filtered(beforestacking) to attenuate the surface wave. The data
are still inferior to the VIBROSEIS data shallow in the section; in fact, it is questionable
whether velocity filtering has gained anything
over conventional muting in this case.
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, some of the advantages of the
VIBROSEIS system in this situation include:
1. With VIBROSEIS

no ice breaks occur.

2. Problems such as the surface wave can be
overcome, because it is easier to design or engineer the parameters with VIBROSEIS than
with dynamite. In Banks Island, only single
shot holes were possible because of the hard
frozen terrain, which eliminates the possibility
of using multiple-hole
patterns to help attenu.
ate the surface wave. In addition, with VIBROSEIS the spectrum of the sweep is controllable whereas, withdynamite,
thereislittlecontrol
over the energy spectrum of the source.

of the 460 km of 600% dynamite
in 1977.

data acquired

The principal disadvantage
of the VIBROSEISdata is the poorer signal-to-noise ratio deeper in the section; to a lesser extent, these data
were more vulnerable to wind noise. Both problems could possibly be overcome by larger vibrators and/or longer sweeps.
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